Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Users in many different professional fields are lucky enough to access the web based images remotely. The term "Bag-ofVisual Words" (BoVW) is very popular in Content based Image Retrieval (CBIR). CBIR have always being the active areas for all types of researchers. A CBIR"s mainstream is from the field of image processing. Image processing covers the sub areas like image enhancement, compression, interpretation, and transmitting. BoVW is used as the representation method for image classification. It had prominently used in the fields of image processing, computer vision, image categorization, object recognition and annotation. This helps to solve the problems related to vision in the images. BoW gives excellent performance in the task of image retrieval. As per the query formats, the retrieval is categorized into text and image contents. Retrieving via text is by using keywords. Due to the simplicity of BoW model it is widely been used. 
FACE DETECTION
Face plays a crucial role in the identification of any human. To extract any information from the image, users are required to understand the content of the image. Face detection technique is the way of detecting the human faces with the combination of use of computer technology. The orientation of this face detection is from the branch of Computer vision and Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Today"s world deals the digital images for which number of devices are used like digital cameras, surveillance system etc. Face is having local features as hair, eyes, nose, lips, mouth etc. All the images related to the face belong to same category which is "face". The generation "codebook" is when the numerical vector are converted to "code words" i.e clusters. Mapping of image face features with codeword is through the process of clustering which then are ultimate represented in the form of histogram. The descriptors used here are Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG). [1] 
SCENE CLASSIFICATION
In recent decades, there were handmade paintings, now-adays there is a drastic growth in digital images in all different fields like advertising, designing, education etc. [9] The technology, like in the form of "photography" played a crucial role in capturing the images. The scenes images are categorize as indoor /outdoor. [2] Its a challenging job to classify a scene into one of the categories. For example: classifying a photograph which may contain the outdoor scene like (beach, forest, and high way etc). Bag-of-feature methods are more suitable for the whole-image categorization as it represent an order-less collection of local features .The "regions" here are nothing but meaningful division of images for which 2 approaches are used. Features are collected like colour then codebook is generated by region clustered. Pattern recognition works on the principal of selection of feature. The images often viewed in a specific class but they may not be or say occasionally exists in other class. The technique can also be used in remote sensing.
COLOUR IMPACT
The usage of colour improves performance for detection. For the purpose of improving colour information in BoW model there are some approaches here. These approaches are used in the field of object as well as scene recognition. In "Feature detection" improvement can be done with the help of colour based regions which reveals more information for guiding. For this initially it is required to detect the region or say selection. Representation of Local descriptors is through the selected regions. Thereafter quantization is done into codebook form of visual words. The images are then represented in the form of histogram. The proportion of pixels in a given image is well identified by use of colours. In "Feature Description" the centre of attention is the "shape" [3] In concern with shapes, to match a particular 3-D objects are a tough task. Converting gray to colour is somewhat difficult. The above table shows the different techniques which make use of BoW model. The dataset used in these techniques are actually used in the experiments performed by the contributors to the papers respectively as per the references given in this paper. Even though there is a utilization of "colours" in numerous techniques they still exists depends on the variations of basic ideas.
LANGUAGE FOR BoVW
BoW model was first launch for video retrieval. [8] It has been proved very efficient and effective. Difficulties in the representation of BoW are due to loss of spatial information of visual words and noisy visual words. Language modelling tool is used here which have gained its popularity from speech recognition and text analysis. [4] The approaches in relation with the image classification and object recognition rely on BoW model and visual words as these techniques proved to gives the assuring results. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

CLASSIFYING IMAGE: FORESTS AND FERNS
In object recognition rather than using the complete image, new method introduces here is of automatic selection of Region of interest (ROI). [5] 
Matching of Images
The representation of the image is by making use of spatial pyramid which is related to appearance and shape. "Matching" means verifying the similarity between the images I and J. Kernel function is used to compute PHOW/PHOG (Pyramid Histogram of visual words: for descriptor appearance / pyramid (HOG) descriptor for shape)
Auto ROI Selection
The fig 5. Given below shows the technique for automatic selection of Region of interest (ROI). The selected area in the figure is shown by black frame on the image. 
CONCLUSIONS
Motivation to this work is due to interest to work in Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). There is excellent performance shown by BoW in Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Query Expansion can also be used in BoW model. The techniques described above are advantageous to the images, as it keeps on varying as per the computations that takes place.
